A number of studies have been attempted to examine whether a physical stimulus below a threshold (a subliminal stimulus) may influence any aspect of the subject's behavior (Collier, 1940; Adams, 1957) . In the present paper, the effect of additional lines presented in subliminal intensity of luminance on a geometrical illusion will be examined. Dunlap (1900) measured the magnitude of an illusion in the Muller-Lyer figure with the arrows whose luminous intensity was so ]ow as to he imperceptible to the observer. His results suggested that the imperceptible arrows were effective in producing the Muller-Lyer illusion, but it would require the verification by further experimentation. Titchener and Pyle (1907) , who duplicated this experiment, could not confirm Dunlap's results. Manro and Washburn (1908) also failed to obtain the illusion in their subjects except two positive cases. Hollingworth (1913) and Bressler (1931) reported that the subliminal arrows of the Muller-Lyer figure were effective on an illusion. According to Bressler's conclusion, the magnitude of the illusion varied proportionally with the brightness contrast between the arrows and their ground. Miyagi, Uruno and Tago (1952) lowered the luminous intensity of arrows to the subliminal level which had previously produced a particular response criterion for each subject in a psychophysical experiment, and found that the distance matched to the line with subliminal arrows was significantly longer than that to the line without arrows.
In most studies cited above, however, the definition of subliminal stimulus seemed unclear and somewhat different from each other so that their results could not bear an immediate comparison. None of previous investigators has paid a sufficient attention to the relationship between the methods employed to obtain threshold value and the resultant data on an illusion.
In the present paper it was attempted to determine a threshold value and to define the subliminal level in terms of a particular luminous intensity level below the threshold, and to examine whether the Liminal and Subliminal additional stimuli defined in this way might have any effect on the judgment of distance between the supraliminal main lines. The effects of the Liminal and Subliminal additional lines were compared with that of the supraliminal additional lines in the same experimental setting. METHOD Subjects. Six undergraduate students of the Department of Psychology at University of Tokyo served as Ss. All had normal visual acuity, though some of them wore glasses. They were unaware of the purpose of this experiment. Stimulus Patterns. The stimulus pattern used in the present experiment was an illusion figure containing an interrupted extent between two lines. Spiegel (1937) found that the perceived distance between two lines intervened by additional lines was generally over-estimated and L: luminance of additional lines in millilamberts. V: voltage of electric source. On the base of this relationship, the luminance of additional lines was controlled in terms of the voltage-regulation.
The luminance of the three main lines A, B and C was kept at 3.73 millilamberts, while that of additional lines was varied from condition to condition. Procedure. The experiment was divided into two parts; the first part for the threshold determination, and the second part for the measurement of an illusion.
In the first part, the threshold for luminance of the additional lines was determined for each S by the method of constant stimuli. The voltage of electric source of additional lines was set at the following five levels for four Ss ( These voltage values corresponded to the luminance levels; 0.020mL, 0.025mL, 0.030 mL, 0.035mL, 0.040mL and 0.045mL, respectively. At each of these levels, additional lines were exposed simultaneously with the main lines to S about two sec. in twenty-five times in a randomized order on each day. This procedure was repeated for four days, so a hundred responses for each intensity level were obtained in total The interpolated luminance levels (in millilamberts) of additional lines in which the frequencies of yes-responses of 10% and 50% would be obtained for each S.
Prior to the determination of the threshold, S stayed for ten minutes in the dark room for dark-adaptation.
S was then asked to report in terms of two response categories of "yes" and "no", whether or not he saw lines in each exposure.
The results of the first part indicated that as the luminance of additional lines increased the frequency of yes-responses increased in such a manner as shown in Table 1 . The points at which the frequency of yes-response would be 10% and 50% were determined by the linear interpolation of individual data4. The obtained points were shown in Table 2 . The 10% points designated Subliminal level and the 50% points Liminal level.
In the second part of the experiment, which was performed a few days after the first part, a ten minute period of dark-adaptation again preceded the experiment. The points of subjective equality (PSEs) between the left and right parts of the stimulus figure were measured by a modified method of adjustment. S was asked to compare the distance between A and B (comparison distance) with the distance between B and C (standard distance), and to report the apparent relative distance in terms of three categories, "longer", "shorter", and "equal" , from time to time during the adjustment of comparison distance. The adjustment was done by E's hand in accordance with S's resport until the "equal"-report was obtained. The end value of the comparison distance was recorded. These adjustments started alternately with comparison distances obviously too "long" (discending series) and too "short" (ascending series). In each pair of adjustments S was required to report also whether or not he had:noticed any part of additional lines . The stimulus condition was changed after every two adjustments and a total of eight adjustments was admitted for each of four conditions. The order of four conditions was counter-balanced in a Latin square. Table 3 shows the average PSEs and SDs under four conditions. The results obtained in the adjustments in both descending and ascending series are shown separately. The PSEs of the adjustments in the descending series were generally longer than those of the adjustments in the ascending series under all conditions. In spite of this difference between the two series, it is also found in this (beyond the 5% level). In both cases of Ss. Is. and Hr., the difference of PSEs reached the 5% level of significance only in the descending series. For the remaining Ss, the differences reached the significant level in neither series.
RESULTS

DiscussIoN
The results indicated that the extent between the two luminous main lines interrupted by fifteen additional luminous lines might be estimated longer than that of the control extent without any additional line. More specifically, it was found that an illusion could occur not only under the Supraliminal but also under the Liminal and Subliminal conditions.
Although the magnitude of the illusion under the Subliminal condition was less remarkable than that under the other experimental conditions, it would be said that the subliminal stimuli might influence on the illusion as long as the term of "subliminal" was so defined as in the present study.
It seems that in the previous investigations two distinct methods for determing the subliminal level have been used, despite of a lack of clearness in the definition of "subliminal stimulus". In one approach (a), the subliminal level has been defined as the luminous intensity at which S could not report to detect a stimulus. In the second approach (b), the subliminal level has been defined as the luminous intensity of a stimulus below the threshold which was determined by a psychophysical method. The examples will be given as follows: (a) In Dunlap's first experiment the subliminal level of the arrows in the Muller-Lyer figure was defined as the intensity of the projecting light, which was reduced until S was unable to detect one of the two figures, a circle or a square, projected on the screen.
In the second experiment, he used a different procedure for setting the intensity of the subliminal level, that is, the subliminal intensity of luminance of the arrows was the intensity below which S could not detect any arrow. Holloingworth also placed the subject at such a distance where the arrows would not be visible.
(b) In Bressler's experiment, on the other hand, the luminous intensity of the arrows was varied in the brightness contrast between the arrows and their ground, which was produced by using a pair of Hering gray papers. The subliminal level of the arrows was then defined as the brightness difference below the differential limen, that is, the brightness difference below the P.E. 1.0 unit in the judgment of darkness with a pair of Hering gray papers.
Miyagi, Uruno and Tago determined the subliminal intensity of luminance of the arrows as the intensity which had produced the 2.5% responses and found the illusion in the Muller-Lyer figure with "subliminal" arrows, although they did not report the psychophysical method employed for determining the subliminal stimuli.
In the present experiment, the points on which the frequencies of yes-reponses would be 10% and 50% were determined, the former points designating the Subliminal and the latter points the Liminal level. Here was, therefore, the second approach supposed to be taken for determining the subliminal level and the results were consistent with the findings of Miyagi, Uruno and Tago.
However, the determination of a threshold and the measurement of an illusion were done separately in the present experiment; it might be then considered that a few exposures of subliminal stimuli defined in the way described above could be noticed by S. Even if the illusion occured only in those cases where S noticed the additional lines, the average value of illusion would be larger under the Subliminal condition than under the Control condition. To prevent such an artifact derived from the treatment of the data, the PSEs in the cases of noticing the additional lines and those in the cases of unnoticing them were separately averaged (see Table 5i . It was herewith indicated that the PSEs of the unnoticed cases tended to be larger than those of the Control condition, although the difference between them was significant only for one S. The data obtained here are comparable with the findings of the first approach, but they are insufficient to support the results of Dunlap's and Hollingworth's experiments.
It needs a further research to confirm the effect of unnoticed additional lines upon an illusion.
It should, moreover, be noted that the individual difference was highly significant in the present experiment.
The interaction between the conditions and subjects was also significant.
When the individual data were examined separately, 
SUMMARY
In the present paper an attempt was made to examine whether subliminal additional lines may have any effect on the illusion of an interrupted extent. Prior to the measurement of the illusion, a threshold value of additional lines was determined for each S by the method of constant stimuli. On the basis of obtained data, the points at which the frequency of yes-reponses would be 10% and 50% designated the Subliminal and Liminal levels of additional lines, respectively. By the measurement of the illusion under four conditions:
Supraliminal, Liminal, Subliminal and Control, the following results were obtained:
1) The averaged PSEs under the Supraliminal, Liminal and Subliminal conditions were significantly larger than those under the Control condition. 2) The PSEs under the Supraliminal condition was larger than those under the Liminal condition, and the latter was in turn larger than those under the Subliminal condition. 3) Individual differences were highly significant ; when the individual data were separately inspected, the difference of PSEs between the Subliminal and Control conditions did not reach any acceptable level of significance in three of six Ss. The implication of these findings in connection to the methodology in determining subliminal stimuli was briefly discussed.
